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Building Spelling Skills Grade 1 Student
Book - Evan-Moor Educational Publishers Staff
2007-06
In Building Spelling Skills Daily Practice, Grade
1, students will learn five spelling words per
week in lists 1-14; then eight words per week in
lists 15-30 (198 total). One or two sentences for
dictation are provided for each list. This title

includes spelling lists, practice pages, and
reproducible forms.
Daily Fundamentals, Grade 1 - Evan-Moor
Educational Publihsers 2017
The perfect way to begin your students school
day! Cross-curricular daily practice gets your
first grade students focused and engagedand
ready to learn. The daily lessons provide
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practice of language, math, and reading skills
that support your core curriculum. The
meaningful 10 to 15 minutes of daily practice
helps sharpen students skills and helps you see
where your students need to improve. With a
detailed scope and sequence, you will always
know the skills that your students are practicing.
Daily Fundamentals lessons are ideal for
morning work, bell ringers, homework, and
informal assessment. The daily practice and
review prepares students for success on
assessments and state testing.
Daily Geography Practice - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 2004-07
"36 weekly lessons, each including: teacher
resource page, geography vocabulary,
reproducible map, two questions per day,
challenge question, answer key; includes access
to 36 downloadable maps"--Cover.
Building Spelling Skills, Grade 2 - Jo Ellen
Moore 2002-03-01
Provide students with frequent, focused skills

practice with this Reproducible Teacher's
Edition. The reproducible format and additional
teacher resources provide everything needed to
help students master and retain basic skills. In
Building Spelling Skills Daily Practice, Grade
6+, students will learn 18 spelling words per
week (540 total). Three sentences for dictation
are provided for each list.
Maps of the U.s.a. - Evan-Moor Educational
Publishers 2004
Maps of the USA has been updated and
expanded! You'll find geopolitical maps of each
of the fifty states; political maps of the six
regions; and political, physical, and thematic
maps of the United States. You'll also find fun
facts, geography bee-type questions, and review
pages. The book is divided into four sections:
The Fifty States the state capital two most
populous cities major rivers, mountains, and
deserts and state borders The Six Regions an
outline map of the states in that region a small
inset map of the United States with the region
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highlighted five questions about the region and a
challenge research question 1 political reference
map of the six regions of the United States The
United States the fifty states, labeled and blank
maps mountains and deserts waterways climate
zones time zones maps showing the location of
the United States in North America and the
World a study sheet that includes ten questions
about the map and a challenge research
question accompanies each map Review a
United States evaluation form a state evaluation
form a crossword puzzle a word search and an
answer key This resource contains teacher
support pages, reproducible student pages, and
an answer key.
Top Student, Grade -1Evan-Moor Educational
Publishers 2020
Provide children a path to academic success!
Top Student provides hundreds of activities and
practice pages to keep children challenged and
excited as they strengthen their skills across all
curriculum areas. Top Student activities provide

practice of the most important skills for each
grade level, as well as opportunities for critical
thinking and creativity. Colorful and creative
practice pages and hands-on activities provide
engaging practice to keep children motivated to
learn! Core subject areas and topics include:
Handwriting Phonics Grammar and punctuation
Spelling and vocabulary Reading Writing
Mindful moments Math Computer science
Science STEM Social studies Social and
emotional learning These robust workbooks also
include: Reward stickers Informational posters
Mindful moments meditations and activities with
downloadable audio* Information and activities
about a variety of countries, cultures, and global
communities *Mindful moments with audio help
children incorporate reflection and meditation
into their academic life. Includes answer key.
Beginning Addition
Daily Higher-Order Thinking, Grade 1 - EvanMoor Educational Publishers 2018
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Critical thinking skills are more important than
ever in academic and real-world situations. Daily
Higher-Order Thinking provides you with daily
activities that build and grow students' problemsolving skills in engaging formats such as logic
and visual puzzles, brainteasers, creative
writing, picture comparison, word play, and
"what if" questions. Daily 20-minute practice
lessons help students apply critical thinking
skills across subject areas. The lessons develop
students' higher-order thinking skills and allow
them to integrate their learning and make
deeper connections between their learning and
the real world. Use Daily Higher-Order Thinking
for warm-up exercises, extension activities, early
finisher tasks and small-group center activities
to develop your students' critical and creative
thinking skills. How it works: - Monday-Friday:
Full-page daily activities focus on a specific
behavioral verb each day. The verb is defined at
the top of the page so students become aware of
when and how they are using the thinking skill. -

Each full-page activity gives students an
opportunity to practice a higher-order thinking
skill in the context of a different curriculum
area. - Questions and tasks are open-ended and
can be used to promote peer-to-peer discussions
as students share and discuss answers, while
also fostering critical thinking skills. - An answer
key provides sample responses for each day's
activities. Evaluate students' responses based on
your own expectations and on what content your
students have encountered. Grade 1 activities
include: logic puzzles, language play, creative
writing, drawing, and visual brainteasers. Daily
lessons practice higher-order thinking skills such
as: - Comparing - Grouping - Identifying Inferring - Solving
Science Lessons and Investigations, Grade 1
- Evan-Moor Educational Publishers 2020
Science Lessons & Investigations presents
science learning through in-depth investigation
and observation, supporting Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS). Each unit guides
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students through exploring a science concept
and includes hands-on activities to extend
learning. This robust teaching resource gives
you everything you need, including teacher
support pages, informational text and graphics,
vocabulary review, reading and writing
activities, and hands-on science projects.
Students apply science, technology, engineering,
and math concepts to solve real-world problems.
Each of the 15 units focuses on a hands-on
challenge in which students work together as
engineers to design, prototype, test, and refine
their creations. Topics support NGSS. Book
jacket.
Daily Fundamentals, Grade 3 - Evan-Moor
Educational Publihsers 2017
The perfect way to begin your students school
day! Cross-curricular daily practice gets your
third grade students focused and engagedand
ready to learn. The daily lessons provide
practice of language, math, and reading skills
that support your core curriculum. The

meaningful 10 to 15 minutes of daily practice
helps sharpen students skills and helps you see
where your students need to improve. With a
detailed scope and sequence, you will always
know the skills that your students are practicing.
Daily Fundamentals lessons are ideal for
morning work, bell ringers, homework, and
informal assessment. The daily practice and
review prepares students for success on
assessments and state testing.
Building Spelling Skills - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 2002-03
Contains 30 spelling units with lists from
commonly used, commonly misspelled English
words and words with common phonetic or
structural elements, sentences for dictation, and
student practice pages for each unit.
Skill Sharpeners: Steam, Grade 1 - EvanMoor Educational Publishers 2021
Engage children in solving real-world problems
with Skill Sharpeners: STEAM. STEAM is an
approach to project-based learning that uses
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science, technology, engineering, art, and
mathematics to engage children in empathizing,
thinking critically, collaborating, and coming up
with solutions to solve real-world problems. Skill
Sharpeners: STEAM is where creativity meets
academics. Each unit includes a fun hands-on
STEAM project that encourages children to
enjoy the journey of creating and sharing his or
her solution to help create a better world. Skill
Sharpeners: STEAM activity books for grade 1
are organized around 9 real-world topics related
to the environment, the Earth, people and
cultures, and social and emotional learning.
Topics include themes such as: Trash STEAM
task: Design and make a machine that will
gather litter and help clean the community.
Playground STEAM task: Make a model of
inclusive playground equipment. Clean Water
STEAM task: Create a water collector that filters
water. Butterflies STEAM task: Make a butterfly
feeder that attracts butterflies to a garden.
Recess STEAM task: Make a game that uses

music and movement. Each unit includes a
grade-appropriate story or nonfiction reading
article, a STEAM task to solve, and activities
that provide an integrated approach to learning:
Science: important concepts and vocabulary
related to the unit's theme Technology: models
about how technology is applied in the real
world Engineering: examples of engineering
solutions in the world Art: creative solutions
through art projects Math: math operations to
figure out solutions Plus, each title includes a:
Career spotlight that highlights specific careers
related to the topic Supply list for each STEAM
task Bonus STEAM puzzle Certificate of
completion Parent guide with teaching tips
Answer key Skill Sharpeners: STEAM creates
entertaining and fun activities that get children
thinking and learning without even realizing it.
Every Skill Sharpeners workbook now includes a
free downloadable Teaching Guide! Skill
Sharpeners: STEAM Teaching Guides include:
How to Use directions for approaching STEAM
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education Sample pacing guide to complete
lessons and activities Teaching suggestions with
STEAM rubric and graphic organizers Extension
activities that include literature suggestions,
virtual field trips, and discussion guides to
deepen children's connections and
understanding
Listen and Learn: Animals, Grade
- Evan-Moor
1
Educational Publishers 2022-06-29
Engage children in practicing basic reading and
writing skills with the help of fascinating
animals! From chameleons to kangaroos, the
beautiful animal photographs and stories in
Listen and Learn: Animals will take young
children on an animal adventure around the
world. Each unit is organized around a specific
animal and includes facts about where animals
live, what they look like, what they eat, how
their body parts work, and how they take care of
their young. Activities include animal games, art,
writing, and drawing, and help children practice
alphabet awareness, beginning sounds,

counting, writing numbers, matching, and more.
Every page includes an audio option so that
children can listen to read-alouds and learn
about their favorite animals. Listen and Learn:
Animals also engages children in learning with
hands-on art activities and real-life animal
photography. Activities include: - Informational
read-alouds with audio to support understanding
- Drawing and writing activities to practice
following directions and fine motor skills Helpful body-parts activities to review each
animal's body parts and their use - Practice
activities to help children practice counting,
writing numbers, addition and more - Paper-tube
art projects that feature one animal and help
children practice cutting and pasting Comprehension activities with audio read-alouds
to develop reading skills Each activity book
includes an animal poster project and a memory
game.
Skill Sharpeners - Evan-Moor Educational
Publishers 2017-01-01
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Foster your first graders critical thinking skills
and see confidence soar! Children are naturally
inquisitive from infancy, yet creative and
problem-solving skills need to be nurtured as
children grow. Like reading and math skills,
critical thinking skills require practice.
Daily Reading Comprehension, Grade 1 Evan-Moor Educational Publishers 2018
Daily instruction on reading strategies and skills
needed to improve comprehension and raise test
scores.
Read a Book - Make a Book - Jill Norris 1997
Our most popular, best-selling series -- recently
updated and expanded! Make these titles the
cornerstone of your classroom's writing
program. Step-by-step directions for bookmaking projects and reproducible forms and
patterns included. Students read a book, then
create a class or individual book in response.
Featuring 38 projects: picture books such as
Stellaluna; chapter books such as How to Eat
Fried Worms; and classics such as Mr. Popper's

Penguins. Fiction and nonfiction selections. Each
project includes "After You Read" ideas for
discussing the book, which serve as a prewriting
lesson to the "Now Write!" activity. Each project
is accompanied by an original poem.
Daily Math Practice, Grade 1 - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 1999-09
Using standardized testing formats, math skills
are kept sharp with focused practice in
computation, word problems, graphing,
measurement and numbers. Includes scope and
sequence charts and answer keys.
Daily Phonics, Grade 1 Individual Student
Practice Book - Evan-Moor Educational
Publishers 2012
Provide explicit, systematic phonics instruction
and practice in just 15 to 20 minutes a day! Daily
Phonics, Grade 1 helps students in first
gradeincluding students learning Englishdevelop
the phonics skills necessary to become
proficient, on-grade-level readers.
Daily Fundamentals, Grade - 2Evan-Moor
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Educational Publihsers 2017
The perfect way to begin your students school
day! Cross-curricular daily practice gets your
second grade students focused and engagedand
ready to learn. The daily lessons provide
practice of language, math, and reading skills
that support your core curriculum. The
meaningful 10 to 15 minutes of daily practice
helps sharpen students skills and helps you see
where your students need to improve. With a
detailed scope and sequence, you will always
know the skills that your students are practicing.
Daily Fundamentals lessons are ideal for
morning work, bell ringers, homework, and
informal assessment. The daily practice and
review prepares students for success on
assessments and state testing.
Smart Start, 1st Grade - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 2017
Children get a Smart Start with colorful
activities that practice science, math, reading,
geography, and thinking skills. Fun art projects

provide opportunities for hands-on activities
such as cutting, gluing, coloring, and more!
Children practice foundational skills such as
following directions, using picture clues, and
problem solving. There are six certificates for
children to display and a full sheet of stickers to
mark their achievements!
Basic Math Skills Grade 1 - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 2003
Provides reproducible pages of drill and
practice, games, puzzles, word problems, flash
cards, and tests.
Math Fundamentals, Grade 1 - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 2017
Comprehensive but not complicated! Math
Fundamentals helps your first grade students
navigate the new math. Math Models and think
questions, plenty of skill practice, and real-world
problems guide students in thinking through,
analyzing, and solving problems. To help you
target instruction, each unit clearly lists the
standards information, mathematical practices,
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and skills covered. Within a unit, math lessons
are presented simply. Every math lesson
includes: A Math Models reference page that
shows students strategies for solving problems,
Skill practice pages that progress in difficulty,
and A culminating problem-solving activity that
leads students through the process of solving a
real-life problem.
Daily Phonics, Grade 1 - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 2012-01
"Provide explicit, systematic phonics instruction
and practice in just 15 to 20 minutes a day! Daily
Phonics helps students gain the phonemic
awareness, decoding, and word-study skills they
need to read proficiently."--Publisher's website.
Building Spelling Skills - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 2002
Contains 30 spelling units with lists from
commonly used, commonly misspelled English
words and words with common phonetic or
structural elements, sentences for dictation, and
student practice pages for each unit.

Smart Start: Beginning Coding Stories and
Activities, Grade 1 - Evan-Moor Educational
Publishers 2022
Give your first grader a strong computer science
foundation with Smart Start: Beginning Coding
Stories and Activities. Children will learn
important coding concepts with engaging stories
and practice activities. Based on the K-12
Computer Science Framework, this dynamic
early learning series helps children understand
coding concepts to develop a strong foundation
in computer science, including computational
thinking, problem solving, and critical thinking.
Each full-color activity book is organized into
eight themed units around one coding concept
and includes: - Coding stories that demonstrate
what coders do and include an audio read-aloud
feature - Concept pages that connect coding
concepts to real-world situations - Practice
activities that reinforce important coding rules Review pages for every coding concept practiced
- Coding projects with print-based games and
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puzzles - Mini coding handbook with key terms
Computer science concepts and skills help early
learners become critical thinkers by practicing
the building blocks of thinking such as: Algorithms that design simple steps to solve
problems - Decomposition that shows how to
break down complex problems into smaller ones
- Sequencing that demonstrates how the order of
things is important - Pattern recognition that
makes connections between similar problems
Programming language concepts such as: Debugging that shows how to look for mistakes
and correct them - Loops that can be used to
save time by instructing a computer to repeat an
action - Conditionals that teach children how to
create "if_then_" statements Children will also
practice a variety of readiness skills such as
print awareness, visual discrimination, following
directions, and fine motor skills. *Includes
answer key
Daily Language Review Grade -1Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 1998-03

Each book provides five items (four items for
grade 1) for every day of a 36-week school year,
presented in a standardized-testing format. For
the teacher there are scope-and-sequence
charts, suggestions for use, and answer keys.
Building Fluency, Grade- Evan-Moor
1
Educational Publishers 2006
Building Fluency contains everything teachers
need to improve students' reading fluency, one
of five essential reading components identified
in Reading First. Transparencies and assessment
tools are included. The selections are engaging
and humorous. Selections that sixth-graders will
want to read again and again Building Fluency,
Grade 6+ includes the following: * 21 poems,
limericks, and songs * 24 riddles, jokes, and
tongue twisters * 11 nonfiction selections * 7
fiction selections * 3 readers' theater selections
Language Fundamentals - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 2006-12
A comprehensive resource for grammar,
mechanics, usage, and vocabulary practice.
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Readers' Theater
- Evan-Moor Educational
Publishers 2011
Readers Theater, Grade 1 productions offer
teachers the flexibility of casting more than one
reader for each role as a way to support
emerging readers.The 15 scripts include the
following features that provide additional
support for emerging readers: Simple rhyming
text helps increase predictability of the text in
the script for "Too Much Noise!," a traditional
Jewish folktale. Scripts based on familiar
folktales such as "The Three Billy Goats Gruff,"
"The Little Red Hen," and "The Three Little Pigs"
increase students comfort with read-aloud
material. A patterned story structure and
repeating choral refrain help support beginning
readers in "Out in the Woods."
Skill Sharpeners Science, Grade
- Evan-Moor
1
Educational Publishers 2015-01-01
Provides at-home practice that helps students
build understanding of physical, life, and earth
science. Includes engaging activities from songs,

rhymes and hands-on projects to motivate and
inspire. Aligned to Next Generation Science and
state science standards.
At-Home Tutor Language, Grade 1 - EvanMoor Educational Publishers 2014-03-01
Help students practice their language skills with
these fun, hands-on activities.
Daily Word Problems, Grade - 1Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 2001-10
Scientifically proven: Daily Word Problems
frequent, focused practice leads to mastery and
retention of the math skills practiced.
Daily Science, Grade 1 - Evan-Moor Educational
Publishers 2008-12-01
Lesson plans and activities to help teach basic
science to elementary school level students.
Giant Science - Jo Ellen Moore 1998
This resource book includes 296 reproducible
pages and lesson plans on the topics of life
sciences (human body, plants, mammals,
prehistoric animals, birds, reptiles, amphibians,
fish, ocean invertebrates, land invertebrates),
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physical science (magnets, electricity, light,
sound, matter, energy, simple machines), earth
science (land forms, weather, air, water, rocks),
space science (moon phases, stars, eclipses,
solar system, day and night), environmental
science (habitats, endangered animals,
recycling) as well as the following ready-to-go
resources--diagrams, picture cards, minibooks,
graphic organizers and writing forms.
Skill Sharpeners Grammar and Punctuation,
Grade 1 - Evan-Moor 2019
Help children improve their writing while
learning important grammar and punctuation
rules. These colorful activity books make
language skill practice fun!
Daily 6-Trait Writing, Grade 1 - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 2008-06
Common Core Top Pick for Language and
Writing Language Language and Conventions
Writing Production and Distribution of Writing
Range of Writing View all Common Core Top
Picks for Language and Writing "I love Daily 6-

Trait Writing! Every day I appreciate so much
that I can skim over what I will do the next day,
and it is all set with no prep. I'm also amazed
how well it naturally and easily integrates with
the curriculum. Thank you for the opportunity to
use this resource with our students!" -Marty B.
First-Grade Teacher Marina, CA Give your firstgraders the fun and focused writing practice
they need to become strong and successful
writers. Thanks to engaging art, topics, and
activities, even beginning writers can practice
the six traits of writing! 25 weeks of instruction
cover the following trait-based writing skills:
Ideas Week 1: Choose a Topic Week 2: Make
Your Topic Better Week 3: Add Details Week 4:
Choose Better Details Week 5: Review
Organization Week 1: Beginning, Middle, and
End Week 2: Put Things in the Right Order Week
3: Write a Complete Ending Week 4: Group by
How Things Are the Same or Different Week 5:
Review Word Choice Week 1: Use Action Words
Week 2: Use Words That Describe Week 3: Use
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Words That Tell How You Feel Week 4: Use Just
the Right Word Week 5: Review Sentence
Fluency Week 1: Write a Sentence Week 2:
Write a Sentence with Describing Words Week
3: Write Longer Sentences Week 4: Connect
Your Ideas Week 5: Review Voice Week 1: Tell
How You Feel Week 2: Write How You Feel
Week 3: Create a Mood Week 4: Use Rhyme
Week 5: Review
Daily Handwriting Practice - Evan-Moor
2000-01-01
Daily Handwriting Practice allows students to
write letters, words, and sentences about a
variety of content-area topics from language arts
to science and social studies. Students complete

a half-page writing assignment on Monday
through Thursday. Then Friday¿s practice is a
full-page review of the week¿s letter forms. The
class pack contains a Teacher¿s Edition and 20
Student Books.
Daily Science - Evan-Moor Educational
Publishers 2010-05-01
Lesson plans and activities to teach science to
middle school students.
Daily Geography Practice - 2004
Writing Poetry with Children - Evan-Moor
Educational Publishers 1999-06
Reproducible writing forms for more than 30
topics.
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